
 

 

Huginn Muninn Valhöll einherjar   

30th skræða 
 
lots of words and word-stems in ancient Norse culture  

      are derived from Sanskrit 
  * are there other similarities found between the two traditions? 
 

note: Veda are these four:  rigved (samhita, ginnungagap; 
10 mandala of rigved: Prakriti earth vater fire air space mind intellect I Purush)  

samaved (rishi óðinn), yajurved (devataa vili), atharvaveda (cchandas véi) 
Vedic literature are the other 36 
 

 * can there occur a drastic confusion when we are trying to sort out 
    and distinguish between: 
 on one hand the knowledge given by crude men living low states 

 and on the other hand the pure knowledge  
conveyed by the enlightened ones? 

 * if yes, then tell me: do we not see the difference  
      until we become enlightened ourselves? 
 

we only understand the stages, or states, of consciousness through which we 
have gone, 

we, for example, do see that animals understand differently/less that we do; 
 
we need to understand that the pure ones are explaining for us that which 

we do not understand until we get to know our pure consciousness ourselves 
 
we might well, though, listen to what they tell us about what awaits us all 

 
a technique, that really works for transcending, to get mind effortlessly to 

the least exited state, is a necessity 
lots of systems are around which only keep mind in the sphere of thoughts 
 

we shall have to know that those who offer mind-straining systems,  
i.e. rubbish when we speak about really transcending, 

can be really convincing, convinced themselves, and good salesmen 
 
the term spirituality is often used by institutions (and individuals) for 

thoughts about our higher inherent nature; 
 * do they know that pure consciousness is easily lived without any 
intermediaries, without these (expensive) so-called spiritual institutions? 



 

we should not worship the enlightened one, only learn what he is saying; 
we can dearly love him for telling us, and he will love us for understanding 

 
we should not worship institutions, not confess belief in such worldly things 
 

 * can the words of the crude ones be termed as skáldfíflahlutur? 
skáld(poet)-fífl(a silly man)-hlutur(share) 
 * referring to which myth?     

(note here Gunnlöð Hnitbjörg Kvasir  
Bölverkur, Óðinn as an eagle, delivering wisdom into Ásgarður)  

 
 * isn’t it priceless that our spiritual heritage has been preserved? 

 * did Snorri write it on hide? 
 * is it possible that the symbolic language, which was not understood,  

saved forni siður from being destroyed during the dark ages? 
 * was this primitive “junk” too funny and naïve to be dangerous  

to the new system? 

 * was there a massive propaganda to belittle forni siður? 
  * is that still to be found? 

(not only brainwashed men, but also official institutions who are still at it?) 
 * will there always be something to save Truth during dark ages? 
 * does the collective consciousness of nations get heightened  

during satyuga? 
      will understanding then be gained? 

 
Óðinn is an expert in disguises 
 * have his many names a meaning conveying, truly and rationally,  

    the plot and message in context of the particular poem or myth  
(each one of them)  

    in which he appears? 
 
 
 

Skræðan Huginn Muninn Valhöll einherjar is available on Amazon  here 

 
Listen to the book on Youtube here 

 

http://www.amazon.com/%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l-bairns-Huginn-Valh%C3%B6ll-einherjar/dp/9935467309/ref=sr_1_31?ie=UTF8&qid=1403105088&sr=8-31&keywords=%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l+for+bairns
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